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ABSTRACT 
Biometric system is one of the best automatic identification based authentication of an individual based on universalities and 

their uniqueness. This study paper covers few Iris Biometric approaches and comparison of segmentation techniques between 

two processes Integro-differential, Hough Transformation. Then the steps that involved for performing iris biometric using 

image processing technique. This paper covers some of popular method to achieve these processes, i.e. Image Acquisition, 

Segmentation of Iris Region, Analysis and Representation of Iris and its texture. And matching of iris representation is the last 

step to find the correctness of biometric. This paper gives the analyses with result based on literature survey of iris biometric 

segmentation technique.  
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

 
This document is a tem now a day’s everything is been 

digitalized we are in Digital Era. For securing the data we 

need some type of authentication which commonly used in 

our Indian system is the user name and the password. Whereas 

in this system we have more drawbacks like people forget 

their user id and the password. So we need to provide them 

with a recovery password so it is always hard to handle this 

kind of problem. Here it is now more complex to maintain the 

database with some other recovery questions. So here it is 

hard to provide user an efficient authenticated environment. 

That is why we introduce “Biometric Authentication”. 

The term Biometrics is born from Greek Word. A Biometric is 

the data which is scrutinized of a human that may allow us to 

pinpoint that person to be purposeful. This gives the meaning 

Bio – Life and Metrics -Measurement which together states 

“Life Measurement”. So to make the secure and reliable 

identification we go with biometric methods. Here we need 

not worry of forgetting the passwords since we are making 

security with our own physical parts of the body. The various 

types that fall under biometric are DNA, shape of Ear, Face, 

Fingerprints, Hand geometry, Irises, pattern of keystrokes on 

keyboard, signature and speech.  

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF IRIS 

Biometrics Iris is always unique because no two persons have 

same characteristics of iris. Even in case of identical twins the 

pattern of iris differs. In each individual their own right and 

left eye itself differs by iris pattern. The iris has four efficient 

properties they are, Universality: All human begins has eyes 

where the Iris works on the blinds also. Uniqueness: Differs 

from all. And its unique with all individuals. Invariance: 

Permanence is maintained through of the life time. The Iris 

does not change for a person after one year from their birth it 

remains the same till the end of the life. Where as in case of 

other biometrics they may vary or has a chance to damage the 

pattern or texture. Resistance: Resistance supports the 

potential number of measures, which means Collectability.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

describes the Biometric System. Section III elaborates the 

Methodology. Section IV elaborates the Techniques that suits 

iris recognition. Section V gives the Analysis of related Iris 

Biometric Techniques. Section VI gives the conclusion of the 

research work performed. 

 

II.     BIOMETRIC SYSTEM 

 
     There are two scenarios which is possible in biometric 

authentication they are Verification and Identification. 

Verification: It is another ways called as Authentication. This 

is one to one matching process. In this scenario biometric 

samples are acquired and claimed identity. The four outcome 

of this scenario is True Accept, True Reject, False Accept, and 

False Reject. Identification: It is another ways called as 

Recognition. This is one to many matching process taken 

place when a large database is available. In this scenario 

biometric samples are acquired without any associated 

identity claims. This is used to examine the unknown samples. 

The four outcome of this scenario is True Positive, True 

Negative, False Positive and False Negative.   
 

III. METHODOLOGY OF IRIS 

RECOGNITION  

 
     In whole human population, there will no two iris are same 

in their mathematical detail. The recognition of iris can be 
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performed using the techniques of image processing. This 

paper further deals with techniques and methods that is 

available for performing Iris biometric. The identification 

process is based on the iris patterns and the color of the iris. 

The coloured ring around the pupil of the eye is called the iris. 

The step by step process of Iris recognition is discussed in 

flowchart below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

IV. TECHNICQUE  

 
A. IMAGE ACQUISITION 

     The very initial process of iris recognition is image 

acquisition. It performs capturing the piles of iris images from 

the individuals using cameras and sensors which have the 

specification of producing the High resolution and good 

sharpness of image. The apprehend image should properly 

lime point the entire eye peculiarly the part of iris and pupil. 

 

B. IMAGE SEGMENTATION  

 
The iris regions can be approximated by two circles, one for 

the iris/sclera boundary and another, interior to the first, for 

the iris/pupil boundary.  

Let us discuss two algorithm for betterment of segmenting iris 

i) Hough Transformation And        ii) Intero-Diffrential 

Operator. 

 

HOUGH TRANSFORMATION:  
     This technique is used for detecting the iris and pupil 

boundaries. The Hough Transformation may be a standard 

machine calculation that might a chance to be used to figure 

out those parameters about basic geometric objects, for 

example, lines and more circles, introduced over a picture. 

These parameters are the centre coordinates x
c 
and y

c
, and the 

radius r, which are able to define any circle according to the 

equation  

X2
c + Y2

c - r2 = 0. The radius and the focus of the circle is 

obtained by this transform. It will suffer in the area of 

thresholding. 

The steps followed to process segmentation is listed below, 

 The declaration of image in the database, 

 Display the image of iris, 

 Write noise image to the iris image, 

 And the last process in iris to display coded template 

of the segmented iris. 

 

Description Iris images 

The Declaration of image 

 

Segment the iris part 

 

Add the noise image to the iris image 

 

2. Iris segmentation 
1. Iris acquisition 

3. Analysis and 

representation of iris 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Iris matching 
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The process image noise to the iris image 

 
 

Table 1 Hough Transformation Segmentation Process 

 

DAUGMAN’S INTEGRO DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR  

 

     Dr. John Daugman is the one who created the algorithms 

for Iris. These algorithms describe the methodology for 

pattern recognition and some mathematical calculations for 

iris recognition. This Daughman intergro model is used to find 

the iris and the pupil space. This also locates the upper and the 

lower arch of the eyelids. This operator is defined as  

 

where I(x,y) is the digital image of the eyes , r is the radius to 

search, G
σ
(r) is a Gaussian smoothing function which enhance 

the quality of the image, and s is the contour of the circle 

given by r, x
0
, y

0
. But it works bad on the image in which iris 

the reflection of light is seen that is the noise. So they need not 

use any threshold value. 

 

TECHNIQUES (Description) JOHN DAUGMAN (Iris Image) 

The Declaration of images in the database 

 
The next process is to remove specular reflection by using the 

morphological operations. Define the circle of iris. 

 

The process is used to define the circle of the pupil 

 

The outcome of 1 divide the out 1 by out 1 by using the 

codes. 
 

The process of display the iris image that has been segmented 

 
 

Table 2 The Process of Integro - Differntial Operator

Analysis based on comparison of segmentation of pupil 

and iris using two different algorithms 

     The result of the segmentation using Integro-Differential 

Operator is a vain attempt. Hough Transform technique 

performs better than Integro-Differential Operator technique. 

Hough Transform takes more time to segment the 136 gray 

scale iris images in database, on the other hand, it produces a 

successful attempt.  

      We will discuss the performance on two basis;  

Comparison of GAR based FRR, and Comparison of GAR 

based RE-Rate. The equation of Genuine Accepted Rate is 

defined as one minus the false rejected rate: 

(GAR) = 1 – (FRR) 

 

Database Hough Transform Integro-Differential Operator 

Circle Pupil Circle Iris Circle Pupil Circle Iris 

S1001L01 118 156 57 115 158 110 120 148 52 120 128 88 

S1001L02 132 160 50 133 160 113 132 172 44 124 192 84 

S1001L03 142 130  55 140 130 108 140 140 52 140 160 84 

Table 3 The comparison of segmentation for pupil and iris using two different 

Prediction after comparison  

 It demonstrates that 98.9% division utilizing Hough 

Transform is real while Integro-Differential Operator 

confirms that 98% is real. 

 Besides, the Integro-Differential Operator system 

perceives less honest to goodness iris contrasted with 

Hough Transform method, which can recognize bona 

fide iris more than Integro-Differential Operator. 

 The Integro-Differential Operator just section 

22.06% of the pictures because of poor imaging 
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conditions, while Hough Transform effectively 

portion 80.88% from the CASIA database. 

 The Integro-Differential Operator just section 

22.06% of the pictures because of poor imaging 

conditions, while Hough Transform effectively 

portion 80.88% from the CASIA database. 

 The execution of an iris division strategy was 

measured by processing the division exactness, 

characterized as takes after:Segmentation Accuracy 

is calculated by 

Segmentation Accuracy =  

Number of Correctly Segmented image /                                                

Number of input images provided x 100     

      

V. ANALYSIS: FEATURE ENCODING 

ALGORITHMS 
 

A. GABOR FILTER 

     A Gabor filter will be constructed toward modulating an 

sine/cosine wave for An Gaussian. This has the capacity will 

gatherings give those. Ideal conjoint restriction over both 

space Furthermore frequency, since An sine wave is superbly 

restricted to frequency,. Yet not restricted On space. 

Regulation of the sine wave with Gaussian gives restriction 

conclude alongside space, if. For reduction from claiming 

restriction assure alongside recurrence. Decay of a sign may 

be refined utilizing a quadratic match from collecting Gabor 

Filters. An true a component will be specified by a cosine 

adjusted by An Gaussian part is specified Toward An sine. 

Adjusted Toward An Gaussian. Those true Furthermore 

fanciful filters are otherwise called those Actually symmetric. 

Symmetric parts separately.  

The focal point recurrence of the channel may be specified 

Eventually perusing the recurrence of the sine/cosine wave. 

The data transfer capacity of the. Channel will be specified by 

the width of the Gaussian. Daugman made utilization of a 2D 

versify of Gabor filters so as with. Encode iris design 

information. An 2D Gabor channel over an picture space 

where (x,y) is represented as,  

 

(x0 , y0) gives position of the image, (u0, v0) gives modulation, 

(α,β) gives width and length. 

B. WAVELET ENCODING  

 

     Wavelets might make used to break down the information 

in the iris locale under segments that show up In different 

resolutions. Wavelets bring those preferences over accepted 

Fourier Transform in that the recurrence information is 

localized, permitting Characteristics which happen toward the 

same position Which determination should be matched up. A 

number about wavelet filters, additionally called a bank for 

wavelets, will be connected of the 2D iris region, you quit 

offering on that one for every determination with every 

wavelet An scaled adaptation of exactly premise work. The 

yield of applying the wavelets is that point encoded so as on 

give acceptable An conservative Also segregating 

representational of the iris pattern. 

C. LOG-GABOR FILTERS  

 

     An inconvenience of the gabor channel is that those Indeed 

going symmetric filter will need a DC part at whatever 

bandwidth. Data transfer capacity is bigger over particular 

case octave. However, zero DC parts component is received 

by any bandwidth transfer speed Towards an Gabor Filter 

which may be Gassian around a logarithmic scale. It will be 

known as those Log-Gabor Filter. Those recurrence reactions 

of a Log-Gabor Filter is provided for as, 

 

 

Where f0 is the centre frequency, σ gives the bandwidth. 

 

D.  ZERO-CROSSINGS OF THE 1D WAVELET  

     Boles described exploration made utilization of 1D wavelet 

for encoding iris pattern information. Those mother Wavelet ψ 

may be characterized as that second derivative of a smoothing 

function ϴ(x). 

 
Those zero crossings for dyadic scales from claiming these 

filters are that point used to encode features.  

The wavelet convert of a sign f(x) toward scale encountered 

with decay and the position x may be provided towards 

 

 

Where  

Wsf(x) will be proportional of the second derivative for f(x) 

smoothen eventually by perusing θs(x), and the zero crossings 

of the change relate should focuses from claiming expression 

in f*θs(x). The inspiration for this method will be that zero-

crossings relate with significant features offered for iris 

region. 
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VI. MATCHING TECHNIQUES 

A. HAMMING DISTANCE 

     The Hamming Distance provides for a measure about 

know what number of odds need aid those same the middle of 

two spot designs. Utilizing those hamming separation for two 

bit patterns, a choice could be made as should if those two 

designs were created starting with different irises or from the 

same particular case. Previously, contrasting those bit 

examples X Also Y, the hamming distance, HD, may be 

characterized as those whole for disagreeing bits (sum of the 

exclusive-OR between X and Y) again N, those downright 

amount from claiming odds in the bit design. 

 

Since an unique iris locale holds features with degrees for 

freedom, each iris area will process an bit-pattern which may 

be autonomous to that generated by another iris, on the other 

hand, two iris codes transformed starting with those same iris 

will make Exceptionally associated.  

On two odds designs are totally independent. For example, iris 

templates produced from separate irises, the hamming 

separation the middle of those two examples ought to 

equivalent 0.5. This happens in view freedom infers those two 

bit examples will be completely random, so there will be 0.5 

risk about setting At whatever will reach to 1, and the other 

way around. Therefore, half of the odds will agrarian and half 

will differ between the two designs. If two examples would 

inferred starting with those same iris, those hamming 

separation the middle of them will a chance to be near 0.0, 

since they need aid Exceedingly associated and the odds ought 

to concur the middle of those two iris codes. Those hamming 

separation will be those matching metric utilized toward 

Daugman, the count of the hamming separation will be made 

just with odds that are produced starting with those real iris 

district. 

B. WEIGHTED EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE  

The weighted euclidean distance (WED) might be used to 

correlate about two templates, particularly whether the format 

may be created for basic values. The weighting euclidean 

Distance provides for an measure are comparable to know the 

similarity between two templates. This metric may be utilized 

by Zhu et al. What's more is specified as  

 

Where fi is the ith unknown feature, fi
(k) is the iith feature of iris 

k, δi
(k) is the standard deviation of ith iris template. If the 

matched one is unknown then it matches with k since WED is 

minimum at k. 

VII. ANALYSIS OF RELATED WORK 

The analyses of the best techniques have been formed as a 

table. 
The following table will give the accuracy rate of 

identification. The iris will give the maximum rate of 

identification  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

METHOD 
CODDED 

PATTERN 

MISIDENTIFICATION 

RATE 
SECURITY APPLICATIONS 

Iris Iris pattern 1/1,200,000 High High-Security 

Fingerprint Fingerprints 1/1000 Medium Universal 

Voice Voice characteristics 1/30 Low Telephone Service 

Signature 
Shape of writing, 

order, pen pressure 

1/10 

0 
Low Low – Security 

Face 

Outline, shape and 

distribution of eyes, 

nose 

1/100 Low Low – Security 

Palm 
Size, length and 

thickness hands 
1/700 Low Low – Security 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

 
     The technique to achieve iris biometric has been discussed 

in this paper. The prediction of better segmentation technique 

to detect pupil and iris circle is brought up so clear. The 

comparison of iris biometric with other biometric is also been 

added. Then best of all is the iris biometric. This can be used 

for authentication purpose for online application and web 

based authentication whereas now we have Front camera in 

both laptop and smart phones. Thus this technique can be 

extensively used to avoid crime rate in online and avoid 

hacking. 
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